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MacroTrac Matting Systems provide an effective solution for construction and utility companies that 
need temporary roadways or construction pads which are durable, easy to transport, and environmentally 
friendly. MacroTrac matting products are designed to improve the ability to function in remote areas, support 
equipment on soft or uneven ground and allow faster and easier access to resources. 

The days of building permanent roads and structures 
to support temporary job sites are over.

Why Choose MacroTrac? MacroTrac mats are priced lower than most other matting products and provide 
functionality and flexibility at a greater degree.  I-Trac is the only mat with a weight capacity up to 86,400 lbs/ft2 that 
is available in manageable panels, with each one weighing only 38 pounds.  Larger matting products can cover as 
much as 400 ft2, which can create a greater negative impact if the mat becomes damaged. Larger, more expensive 
mats can be seen as overkill on about 90% of job sites.
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SUPA-TRAC is a heavy duty roadway and flooring system that can be used for helipads, staging areas 
for lightweight equipment, walkways, and underneath tents. 

• Supa-Trac supports load capacities up to 36,000 lbs./sq. ft.  

• With compact panels that are 2.26 sq. ft. per piece, a 48’ flatbed can carry 21,696 sq. ft. per truck. 

I-TRAC is a state-of-the-art, professional-grade, modular infrastructure system that can be used to 
support extreme loads and equipment over virtually all ground conditions. 

• I-Trac can be deployed at a rate of 500 sq. ft. per man-hour manually and potentially even faster with 
machine deployment. 

• Each I-Trac panel covers 8.47 sq. feet, weighs only 38 pounds, and has an extreme strength-to-weight 
ratio with a load capacity of up to 86,400 lbs./sq. foot.

• Because of the compact panel size, transport capacity is tripled when compared to other large mat 
products. A 48’ flatbed can carry 9,655 sq. ft. per truck. 

Better performance, less impact.
I-Trac and Supa-Trac are lightweight and portable products that can be used in environmentally sensitive or 
remote areas that may have inhospitable or unsafe ground. Both systems can be deployed manually and 
installed quickly without the use of special tools. 

SWPPP Guidelines 
MacroTrac matting solutions help  
you meet the EPA’s requirements  
when implementing a Stormwater 
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) in 
three main areas:

Minimization of Foreign Materials:  
Just one truckload of MacroTrac panels 
is equivalent to 8 dump trucks full of 
gravel. Using MacroTrac products for 
temporary roads will reduce time, cost 
and clean-up efforts.

Dust Minimization:  
MacroTrac roadways and construction 
pads will help reduce the amount of 
dust and dirt in the air.

Reduction of Sediment Track-Out:  
MacroTrac roadways cover the dirt and 
mud that would otherwise get stuck 
in truck tires, eliminating the risk of 
tracking materials from site to site.



MacroTrac Heavy Duty Products

Panel Size US (inches)
Panel Size Metric 

(millimeters)
Weight  

per Panel
Area  

per Panel Shipping (Ft2)

Static 
Compression 

Capacity*

L W H L W H Lbs Kg Ft²/Pc M²/Pc
53' 

Trailer
48'  

Flatbed Lb/Ft²

Supa-Trac 38.0 11.0 1.4 965 279 36 4.4 2.0 2.26 0.21 21,696 21,696 36,000

I-Trac 47.5 36.3 2.1 1,207 922 53 38.0 17.2 8.47 0.79 9,655 9,655 86,400

Rapid Deployment and Extraction. 
MacroTrac mats are easy to install.  A foundation of I-Trac can be laid quickly and efficiently at a new 
construction sites.  Once installed, it is immediately available for heavy equipment usage.  Our experienced 
MacroTrac Team have the knowledge and expertise required to fully maximize job success with proper 
training on the most effective use of the product.  Once a site is dismantled, MacroTrac mats can be picked 
up, shipped to, and reused at another site.

MacroTrac flooring products are 100% recyclable. 
Please contact Macro Plastics about our recycling program.

All products are made of high-impact polypropylene. UV inhibitors added. Fire rating UL94HB.
* Solid sub-surface. Capacity varies depending on sub-surface.
Information valid as of 12/2013. Data is subject to change. 
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